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ABSTRACT

increa.led intere,it in the recruitment of black itudent4 to predominantly

white collegq and univer.litter, rwmited in the examination of differenc n In

backo-ound characteri.dicq, pee.lal nvedn, extra-curricular activitlen, and

pecial ability dream of block and white frghmen in the admitted and enrolled

(Nm99I), accepted-no ':how (N.864) , rejected (N0380), and proripoctive applicant

(N-3393) .otip,, at 4 predominantly white .:outhern enrollirw approxi-

mately P ,000 d_ndntq.

data from the Student. DwAcriptive Clue.dionnaire dev-loped by the

Col lev,e Entrance Examination Board, qiy,nificantly different characterNiticn of

blacl, and white applicants were iuentified within and among applicant groups.

Differences in the characteristics of prosepctive black applicants who elected t

attend traditionally black (N.226) and traditionally white (N=343) inAtitutions

were also identified and discussed.



An Examination of the Differencea in Ih
Special Needa, Extra - Curricular Activitiem, and
Special Ability Areaa of Black and White Fredtman
Applicants to a Predominantly Witte dniveraity

interest. In sucn questions as the cecruitment of bloc,. students on traditionally

white campuses, their reactions to their campus experiences, and the decision-making

process by which minority students elect to attend a traditionally white institution

has intensified, particularly In those southern states Involved in the development

of state plans submitted to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfar's

Office for Civil Rights which are designed to ovmt,,,e vesti::,4 of racial segregation

in institition.i of postsecondary education.

In the Fall of 1978, 71%. of the first-time black freshmen onro.led in the six-

teen-campus University of North Carolina (UNC) !,yNtem elected to attend one of the

five traditionally black institutions. As one of the states involved in the Adams

vs. Richardson case, the state of North Carolina has developed a State Plan for the

Further Elimination of Racial Duality in the Public Post-Secondary Education Systems

which calls for increasing the proportions of blacks at all class levels enrolled at

one of the eleven traditionally white institutions within the sixteen-campus Univer-

sity of North Carolina (UNC) system from the present 257, to 33% in 1982. In pro-

po!iing this plan, the University ,jected a criterion posed by HEW which called for

increasing the numbr of firs: -time black freshmen and transfer enrollments at tra-

ditiONolly white public institutions in 1981 by 150% over the Fall 1976 minority

enrollment base.

rhe general area of recruit:nent of black students has attracted the interest

of researchers for several years. For the period 1965 to 1976 some 428 research

articles related to black students on ite car uses were abstracted by SceLt

(1978). Brown and Speller (in press) provide similar information for white

students on black campuses. Typical of th- earlier studies of black students

attending traditionally black or traditionally white institutions is the Project

':alent orientation with focuses upon the college-going choices of the very able

black students (Blumenfeld, 1968). As predominantly white institutions of higher



ethic. at 11111 tfa.).?dia I t) t tact argt milnhe 1-N tit MI tIt/t y udrott .4, I eit

began to 100401 upnn t hr react ion's 1/1 II 1t,Whrit v t t. t r ixper Irtiet;

,%1111 McCord, 1/2; itoyd, 1"/4; Sedlacek, Mi r it , and brooks, 1/5)

tecent studie, have olso focused upon tht. impact of increwid minority enroll.,.;IT,

on Institutional structures and proce.,ss (Peterson, blackhurn, (:amson, Arce,

bavenport, and AIngle, 1918).

Large-cle (W el collection offorts associated with the Ar.!vtiart Council on

Education's Cooperative Institutional Research Program have produced special

analyses of data relating, to th characteristics of black students in predominantly

black and predominantly white colleges ((layer and boruch, 1969; !layer, 1972). The

continuing series of annual reports in the American Council on Education's American

Freshman: National Norms series also produces a yreat deal of data which are pre-
,

sented separately for predominantly black and predominantly white colleges and

universities (Actin, King, and Richardson, 1978).

In addition to the analyses of data from large-scale data base,, tn.Hy data

have been analy',!ed from several institutional studies relating to th

going decision-making process of minority and majority students (e.g., Pratt,

Reichard, Smith, Uhl, 1977). Mos'. directly relatedto the focus of this paper,

however, are he studies of background characteristics of students selecting pre-

dominantly black or predominantly white institutions which have been coAucted

by the Educational Testing Service (Centro, 1970 and Hartnett, 1970). Contra's

study sought to examine how the background characteristics, activities, goals

and perceptions of black students enrolled at 83 predominantly white colleges

dfered from their white counterparts. A major aspect of Centrals !Ludy was

the extent to which black and white students were involved in various extra-

curricular activities. Hartnett's study examined differences in SAT scores, educa-

tional aspirations and plans to participate in college activities between black



ndent 4w- ldhe l.(2 attend one of nine traditionally black or

one t stilt tonally whi t r Innt itut ions.

one of twenty..

the purpose of thin paper In to address throe prima y questionn:

Whit significant differences, with regard to b-ckground, air *C. 141 needs

extra-corricolar activities, And special ability 31'444 vxint between black and

irt"qhv '" aPPlicants 41 tt PniversIty of North Carolina at Gytn41t0V0 (nN(;;, -)

in the pr, irive Applicant, Admitted-no show, enrolled Appl icant , and rolected

u1,1! lot '.ategories

?A. For black iresh.:1t 114C-G applicants, what signiftcant differences, with

regard to background, H,cla; e-;trA-c Activities, and =.:ot:ial

areas, exist In the different applicant groups: Are these differences also found

for white students in the different applicant groups:

211i. In what ways are black applicants In the enrolled applicant group dilferent

from black applicants in the other three applicant groups:

3. What significant differences with regard to back),round, special txeds,

extrasc.urricular activities, and cpecial ability area=, cxic.t. between black applicants

in the four UNC-e7, applicant groups who choose to enroll at ,ne of ttri traditionally

white UNC institutions send those who choose to enroll at one of the five traditionally

back (.'NC institutions?

METHOD

Instrument

The Student Descriptive Questionnaire (SDQ) is co,.ipleted each year by high

school students wher they register for either the Scholastic Aptitude Tests (SAT) or

the Achievement rests developed by the Col pegs Board. At ..he time the,: register

for the SAT or Achievement Tests, students may designate as many as three college

or universities to whom their test s.;ores and responses to the 63 items constituting

the Student Descriptive Questionnaire may he sent without additional charge to the

student.



thr hl item,* may hr divided into tour th410 4t 4 h4tAll=1.411.4ett,ritli Led

Inflicating (a) owt. (h) tYr of "Ah "c"") at tended, (c) typr of high ochool

program purnued, (d) U4[1114 in high nrhool clang, () :44t Ve hal 44, Math arntr.

level of education ampirrd ) VIAnin t Ittt,ua (oilrgr on 4 !till Of V4It.

ham(m. 4h) hwirm wrirkrd part..timr, (i) plan, for apptyi lot fin-mm..111 A ill.

41) Pre, .rt9u , for living 01 4 coed Vrt net[ tridfitiMr h411, tk) hotworn

c4 completed in high nchool, and (I) i
1.1 to meek At; tote place 90 twt,,rr

entering Collogel (fl 4nriCiprtvd nevi! tor "1.)eci41 #lerViceN or additiot I Ilrtj

with r (*Kari! tai rtitit.lt iotaiyl or vo/11 tttttul conn 01 Ong., rtpr IttItAr ic,:a 1

ability, finding part-time work, counneling about pet 'tonal problemn, increttItO

rr,tding 4hilitiet, developing good ntudy habitn, and/or improving wririag abilitie4;

(3) part ic fat Ion in hi di nrhool and Intent to +art. ici tate in coll act v It

41,1Ch an interncholantic, int-amural, or community afhletic'qI rthnlCallY or r.lriAllY

based activitien or organifatious; journalinm, dehating or dramatic 4C1, lvit :vn;

art, music, or da,e; preprofennional or depart .ntal clufei relating to A student on

maior; activitin or organizatienn; nocill clubn or coarninity orani.ottionn;

anti/or .0 titIcti government; and (4) nelf-arie nment 1 of abilities relative to )errn

in the following, areas: acting ability, artio.ic athletic ability, crea-

tive writ ng, gtting ttong 4th others, leadersh. p mathemat.cal ability,

mechanical ability, munical ability, (.ilea abflity, otgaril:ing worK, ncientifP:

abtlitv, oxprc,iion, and wri ten expresnion.

In order to permit further analyses and linking of SD.Q ,iata with other ins

tutional data net,: and sourcen, UNCG opted to receive 4 CUmnlatve totmmary tape

noc ial necurity number identification from the CollIge I4oarcI. In choosing

thin ,ption, revponnen to certain confidential itemn were not made av t Liable to

parenttc level of education, the me :' er of de,ondonl. in the

ren,,)ndent'n family, the number of dcpc.,ndent in the family i-Otaneounly enrolled

'n cllege and an emtimate of parental income.
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I h hirll t'40.^.#1,111..k-R. A r t 4*1tt .ht. !twit I t Cokl 11.10- Etlt ITh
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Chi square, was used tc test differences in frequencies while analysis of valiance.

was employed to ( test differences in means.

Table 1 indicates significant differences with regard to the characteristics

of black and white applicants within the admitted and enrolled, accept.ed-no show,

rejected, and prospective UNC-G applicant groups. Significant differences noted

are within individual appltrant groups rather than among applicant groups find are
* ,

indicated by asterisks within each applicant category.

A significant F value in the race column of Table 2 indicates that the mean

of all the black applicant groupls and the mean of all the white applicant groups

were significantly different. An examination of the columns which display the

black and white means regardless of category indicates. which group's mean is larger.

If there are major discrepancies in the conclusion between the two overall black

and white means and the black and white means within each applicantkcategory a

significant value of F for the interaction of race and category will result.

For example; for mechanical ability, the significant F value (F.53.6, 11.4C.001)

for race signifies a statistically significant difference in the total black group's 4

mean (4.06) and the total white group's mean (3.78). There is also a significant

F value for the interaction of race and applicant category (F.2.67, 24..05) which

means that this difference may not necessarily pertain to all applicant categories.

Upon comparing the means of blacks and whites for each applicant category, it is

found that the black applicants' mean is significantly, higher for all applicant

groups, except for the rejected applicant category, where the means for the two

races are not statistically different. Note that only a few variables haVe

significant interactions.

With regard to background characteristics, the percentages of white applicants

scoring 400 or above on the SAT Verbal and SAT Math tests were significantly higher

than the.. percentages of black students scoring 400 or above on these tests in each

applicant group. For example, 78.67 of white applicants and only 45.6% of black

,i4 /5
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applicants in the admitted and enrolled category had SAT Verbal scores of 400

or above. Generally, total SAT scores of 800 are required for admission at

JNC -G with a Verbal or Math score no lower than 350. The approximately 2270 of

the white admitted and enrolled,applicants and 5Y7, of the black admitted and

enrolled applicants who scored below 400 either had compensating Math scores above

400 or were admitted through a special program for the disadvantaged. Table 2

also indicates that the white applicants had higher mean SAT-Verbal and SAT-Math

scores than black applicants. This held true within each applicant group.

Approximately 5.8% of the blacks and 13.5% of the whites in the rejected applicant

category had SAT Verbal scores above 400.

The percentage of blacks who indicated they would apply for financial aid

far exceeded the comparable percentage of whites within each gpplicant group and

serves to emphasize the need for substantial increases in financial aid funds as

an integral part of minority student recruitment programs. Differences between

black and white applicants with regard to the percentage of individuals who ranked

in the top fifth of their high school class were found in the admitted and enrolled

and prospective applicant groups with white applicants ranking higher. While SAT

scores for the black applicants were lower, a higher percentage generally indicated

they planned to eventually complete master's or doctoral degrees.

A problem for UNC-G,,which prior to 1963 was known as the Women's_ College of

North Carolina, is indicated by the fact that only 10. of admitted and enrolled

black applicants were male, as contrasted with 23.5% of the white admitted and

enrolled applicants. It appears that the institution's former image as a women's

college still has some effect on student recruitment, especially with regard to

blacks. While significantly lower percentages of black than white applicants in

the prospective applicant group had completed advanced accelerated or honors high

school courses in English, mathematics, biological sciences, and physical sciences,

there were no differences between races in the other three applicant groups.

6
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Table 2 indicates that, regardless of.applicant group, white applicants

worked significantly more hours than black applicants. The percent of applicants

not working varied from forty to sixty-six percent among applicant groups.

Student Descriptive Questionnaire respondents were asked to :'idicate areas

in which they may want to receive help outside of their regular course work.

Table 1 also indicates areas in which the needs for special assistance were greater

for blacks or for whites in the various applicant groups. The areas of special

assistance are ordered from hi.gh to low in terms'of the total percentage of

admitted and enrolled applicants who mi3ht utilize such services. The area of

highest need in terms of the percentage of individuals citing the need for special

assistance was educational counseling (34.3%) whip . the area of lowest need was

personal counseling (3.0%). Although a smaller percentage of blacks than whites

in all applicant categories reported actually working on a part-time basis while

in high school, the relatively greater need for special assistance by blacks in

locating part-time work while in college was noted consistently in all applicant

groups. In general, when statistically significant differences were noted within

applicant groups by race, the needs for special assistance were greater for blacks.

The only exception was for the prospective applicant group where the percent of

blacks potentially seeking vocational counseling was significantly lower than the

percent of whites.

Students were asked to indicate participation in a wide range of extra-curricular

activities while in high school as well as their plans to participate in similar

activities while in college. Table 1 indicates that anticipated participation

rates for each activity were slightly lower at the college level than the high

school participation rates.

At the high school level, admitted and enrolled blacks participated most frequently

in social clubs (53.47), athletics (51.7%), art, music, or dance activities (46.3%) and



student government activities (44.3%) while at least half of admitted and enrolled

white applicants participated most frequently in art, music, and dance activities

(59.3%), social'slubs and community organizations (55.8%), athletics (53.0%),

and religious activities or organizations (52.9%). At the college level, admitted

and enrolled blacks anticipated participating in athletics (50.3%), student

government (42.3%), and art, music, and dance activities (39.6%) while whites

expressed particularly strong references for participating in social clubs and

community organizations (52.97) and dance activities (48.8%) and religious

activities or organizations (41.1%).

As one would expect, actual high school and anticipated college level par-

ticipation in ethnic or racial activities or organizations was significantly higher

for blacks than whites in all four applicant groups. Also, from Table ' parti-

cipation in community and church activities, as well as participation it. igh

school clubs and organizations was significantly greater for blacks than whites,

althoflph for the.latter there was no difference between races in the prospective

t category. Despite the greater participation in high school activities by

blacks, ne white applicants were likely to have received more high school honors

and awards. However, when the respondents anticipated activities at the college

level, there were no differences between races except for the prospective applicant

group in which whites plan greater participation than blacks.

Black applicants in the admitted and enrolled and accepted-no show categories

were much more likely than white applicants to have participated in student govern-

ment activities in high school and were much more likely than whites to plan to,

participate in student government activities in college. On the other hand, black

applicants in the admitted and enrolled category were less likely than white

applicants in the ..ame category to have participated in art, music, or dance acti-

vities in high school. This finding also held true with regard to anticipated

involvement in art, music, or dance activities at the college level.
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Table 2 indicates that white applicants had higher perceptions of their

own ability in relation to persons their own age than black applicants for the

following areas: artistic ability, creative writing, mathematical ability,

mechanical ability, scientific ability, music ability, organizing work, sales

ability, spoken expression, and written expressiOn. Black applicants had higher

perceptions than white applicants of their ability to get along with others;

blacks in the prospective applicant and rejected groups had higher perceptions

of their acting ability than white applicants in these two groups. For the

accepted-no show and the enrolled groups, white applicants perceived themselves

as better actors. These results arc consistent with the findings that blacks

in general have a lower self-concept than whites. The only ability area where

there was no difference in perceptions between the two races was in their athletic

ability.

Research Question 2

Tables 1 and 2 also present the results for answering questions (2A) what

significant differences exist among blacks in the four applicant groups and are

these differences also found among whites of the four groups? and (2B) in what

ways are black applicants in the enrolled applicant group different from black

applicants in the other three applicant groups?

The chi square values among applicant categories are noted separately for

blacks and whites as the two columns in Table 1 and are particularly helpful in

addressing research question 2A. For variables in which means were calculated

as noted in Table 2, a significant F for applicant group indicates that there is a

significant difference among the four applicant groups. Whenever a significant

difference was found among the means of the four different applicant groups,

statistical tests were calculated to determine which groups differed. The results

are presented in the column labeled multiple comparisons. If the results of

these comparisons differ for the two races, it is Indicated by a significant F

value for the interaction of applicantgroup and ?ace.
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With regard to background characteristics, as o,'e would expect, for both

black and white applicants, significant differences were found among applicant

groups on variables which were related to the admission process. This was true

for the SAT Verbal and Mathematic scDres, the percentage of students ranked in the

-_op fifth of their high school, the 2ercentage of students who pursued an academic

or col1 preparatory program while in high school as opposed to a general or

career-oriented program of a vocational nature, and thF percentage of students

who completed advanced, accelerated or honors high scl.00l courses In English,

biological sciences, and social sciences.

While the percentages of black males in the various applicant groups were

significantly different, ranging from a low of 10.7% for admitted and enrolled

students to a high of 24.9% of the prospective applicants, the'comparable percen-

tages for white applicants were quite similar in the four applicant groups, ranging

from 21.1 to 24.2. No significant differences emerged among applicant groups for

black applicants with regard to the intention to seek advanced placement, credit by

examination, or exemption from required courses in various areas.

(Table 2 indicates a significant difference among applicant categories for

Lighe t level of education planned. For both black and white applicants, the

accepted o show and the enrolled applicant groups had higher educational aspirations

(18% of the black applicants and 157. of the white applicants who enrolled aspired to

obtain a Ph.D.).

Very few diff(.; with regard to the need for special assistance emerged

for black students among applicant groups.' An exception occurred with regard

to tie special need for educational counseling which was noted by only 25.0% of

rejected black applicants as compared to 42.3% of admitted and enrolled black

students. More in line with expectations was the finding that a higher percen-

tage of rejected white applicants in comparison with white applicants in other

applicant groups recognized the need for special assistance with regard to the

improvement of study, mathematics, ant, ronding skills.
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At the higt .chool level, significant variation existed among blacks in the

various applicant groups with regard to participation in religious activities,

journalism, debating and dramatic activities, student government activities, as

well as participation in ethnic or racial activities and organizations. Signi-

ficant variation with regard to participation in 11-_gh school activities among

applicant groups also existed for white applicants with regard to religious

activities or organizations, and participation in art, music, and dance activities.

In general, blacks and whites in the accepted-no show and admitted and enrolled

categories participated or intended to participate in high school or college

activities more often than their counterparts in the rejected and prospective

applicant categories. Of particular significanc., to UNC-G, which Goes not award

scholarships for intercoll2giate athletics or have fraternities and sororities is

the fact that '0.17..of the white accepted-no show applicants intended to partici-

pate in social clubs or community organizations while only 52.9% of the admitted

and enrolled white studerts expressed a similar intent. This difference fuels

long-standing speculatio1 that students are matriculating elsewhere because social

activities and outlets may be more readily accessible on other campuses.

Data in Table 1 indicate the significant differences in background charac-

teristics between black and white applicants in the admitted and enrolled category

and those in the accepted-no show, rejected, and prospective applicant categories.

These differences are noted by the numbers 1, 2, and 3 in superscript which help

to answer research question 2B. They indicate that the percentage distributions

differ from the comparable percentages for blacks or whites in th, admitted and

enrolled applicant category at the .05, .01, and .001 levels of significance,

respectively.

It is observed that, in comparison to both black and white admitted and enrolled

applicants, significantly lower percentages of blacks and whites in the rejected

culd prospective applicant groups had completed high school programs of an

academic or college preparatory rather than vocational nature. It is not surprising
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to see this group score higher on the SAT Verbal and SAT Math tests,-and a greater

percent ranked within the top one-fifth of their high school class than the rejected

or prospective applicant groups. Thus, the 31.0. of black prospective applicants

who ranked inthe top fifth of their high school class was significantly lower

than the 45.5% of black admitted and enrolled students who were in the top fifth

of their high school class. Similarly, 50.57. of white prospective applicants as

compared to 58.8% of white admitted and enrolled students were in the top one-

fifth of their high school class and this difference was significant at the .001

level of significance. As one would expect for both black and white applicar,

significantly fewer rejected applicants in comparison to admitted and enl-ollod

applicants completed honor advanced or accelerated courses in

biological sciences, and physical sciences.

Of particular interest to student financial aid admini ;trators is the fact

that the percentage of white students admitted and enrolled 63.57.) ,,l(-7ed to

apply for financial aid was significantly higher than for white opplica..ts in

either the accepted-no show category (55.6%) or for white students who were re e-red

for admission (43.17.). These findings reinforce the need for competitive student

financial aid awards and suggest that UNC-G may hold a slight comparative advantage

ever other institutions in the awarding and packaging of student financial aid

ass is,tance.

A potential negative factor which could be altered through an administrative

decision relates to the 'gnificantly higher preference which both black and

white students in the accepted-no show applicant category had for coeducational

dormitories. This preference was cited by 46.7% of blacks and 37.6% of whites

in the accepted-no show category as compared to 31.1% of the blacks and 32.27.

of the whites, respecitvely, in the admitted and enrolled category.

With the exception of the relatively greater need of rejected white applicants

for special assistance in improving study, mathematics, and reading skills, and

admitted and enrolled black applicants' need for educational counseling, significant
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differences with regard to the need for special services were not generally apparent

when the responses of black and white students in the admitted and enrolled category

were compared individually to the responses of black and white applicants in the

other three admissions categories.

Table 1 indicates that black admitted and enrolled applicants were significantly

more likely (54.47.) to have taken part in social clubs or community organizations

while ii high school than were prospective black students (43.37,). Similarly,

admitted and enrolled black students were significantly more active in student

government 44.37.), religious organizations (43.07.), journalism, debating, and

dramatic activities (36.27.), and ethnic or racial activities and organizations

(27.57.) than were black prospective applicants where the comparable percentages

were 31.37., 31.07., 26.67., and 16.87., respectively.

With regard to anticipated collegiate activities, the only significant

differences which emerged between white admitted and enrolled students and white

accepted-no show applicants were with regard to anticipated participation in social

clubs and intercollegiate or intramural athletics. In this regard, significantly

higher percentages of students in the accepted-no show category expressed a desire

to participate in such activities.

Table 2 indicates that the number of high school awards and honors. the degree

of participation in high school clubs and organizations, the degree of participation

in athletics and the degree Of participation in community or church groups vary

among applicant groups. For both participating in high school clubs and organiza-

tions and receiving high school awards and honors, blacks in the accepted-no show

and the enrolled categories participated significantly more than those in the

prospective applicant group, which in turn participated more than the rejected

group. This finding was also true for white applicants with regard to receiving

high school awards and honors; however, for white applicants there were no differences

among applicant categories for participating in high school clubs and organizations.
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With regard to degree of community participation among black applicants, the

blacks in the enrolled and rejected applicant groups indicated significantly more

participation than those in the prospective or accepted-no show applicant groups.

The white applicants were slightly different in that those who enrolled indicated

greater participation than any of the other three applicant groups, including the

rejected group.

Partiipation in athletics was greatest among those blacks in the rejected and

accepted-no slow applicant groups and least in the enrolled group. For whites,

rarticipation in athletics was also greatest in the rejected group, but the accepted-

no show as well a, the enrolled groups indicated the smallest degree of participation.

The perceptions of black applicants regarding their abilities do not vary among

the different applicant groups for several areas, namely: getting along with others,

leadership, mechanical ability, sales ability, athletic ability, spoken expression,

and artistic ability. Very similar results are obtained among the white applicant

groups, except for artistic ability where the accepted-no show and enrolled groups

perceive themselves as having less ability. There are also several areas in which

the black applicant groups differ significantly in their perception of their ability.

The rejected and prospective applicant groups have higher perceptions of their

abilities in the areas of creative writing and mathematics while the prospective

applicant group have higher perception of their abilities in music and science.

Of some interest is the finding that black applicants in the accepted-no show

group perceive themselves as having significantly less organizing ability than

any of the other applicant groups. This was also true of the white applicants.

One hypothesis is that if this group is indeed less organized, they may not develop

their college evaluation criteria as readily as the other groups. With vague

criteria they may apply to more colleges and may be more likely to use the material

they receive to assist them in developing selection criteria.

4) ,
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Research Question 3

Tables 3 and 4 address the third research question, what significant

differences exist between black applicants (regardless of UNC-C applicant groups)

who choose to enroll at one of ten traditionally white UNC institutions and those

who choose to enroll at one of the five traditionally black `INC institutions.

There are eleven predominantly white institutions within the UNC system. Although

a predominantly white institution, data for the North Carolina School for the

Arts were not included within the group of traditionally white institutions

because of the unique nature of its special purpose programs.

With regard to background characteristics, blacks electing to attend one of

ten traditionally white institutions (TWIs) as opposed to one of the five tradi-

tionally black institutions (Tfils) had significantly higher percentages of indi-

viduals who had (I) pursued an academic high school program; (2) scored 400 or

above on the SAT Verbal and SAT Mathematics tests; (3) ranked among the top

fifth of their high school class; (4) taken honors, accelerated or advanced high

school courses in English, mathematics, biological sciences, and physical sciences;

(5) intended to seek advanc, lit credit in foreign languages and mathematics; and

(6) prefered to live in a coed dorm (Table 3).

Those black applicants who enroll in a predominantly white institution at'io

aspire to a higher educational level than those who enroll in a predominantly black

institution (64% vs. 567. aspire for a degree beyond the bachelor's). These percen-

tage difference.; are significant and are significantly higher than the aspiration

level of white applicants (417. of whom aspire for a degree beyond the bachelor's).

Despite their strmger academic preparation, hLck.; attnclJnw. TWI!, felt

significantly greater need for apecial assistance than black students attending TD1s

with regard to educational counseling and the improvement of math and reading %k ills.

This finding suggeats that blacks attending TWIs are risk takers who feel some

apprehension about the academic competition which they anticipate facing.



Blacks attending TWIs in contrast to blacks attending TBis participated to a

significantly greater degree in religious activities and organi.it'onz anr! student

government wfitle in high school. At the college level, students -70ctinw to attend

TWis also expected to participate in student government and religious :7tivitie,

or organizations to a significantly greeter degree than their counterparts in

traditionally black inntitutiona.

Blacks who chose to attend traditionally white institutions rather t.ax1 h146,

institutions had higher perceptions of their abilities in the ara%;

mathematics ability, scientific ability, leadership ability, ;les ability, oro-

nizing ability, athletic ability, and ability to Nast along with othert. There were

no differences in their perceptions of their acting ability, artistic ability,

creative writing ability, mechanical ability, musical ability, speaking ability,

and writing ability.:Ta5le 4).

IMPLICATION

Implications resulting from the cuhstantive findings of the study are, pre-

.4ented followed by implicit ions for ref4earCber*1 regarding the procedure,: employed,

;m! qw::,,,,,tions for further rvarch.

There are several implications from the results of this study.

1) 1A comparison to whites, blacks in all applicant categories were found

to be significantly less prepared for, college study in terms of such traditional

academic criteria as SAT Verbal and Math scores, high school rank, and high school

honors courses taken. This is reinforced by the admitted and enrolled black

applicants' significantly higher percelvd need for educational counseling and

for assistance in improving study habit,. and math skills.

2) Blacks in all applicant categories were less likely than whites to have

part-time work experience while in high school and have greater need for financial

aid. Since blacks have more difficulty in finding Jobs and yet have a greater need

for financial aid and also are more likely to pursue academic majors in professional
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and career rr.lst.d field's, wll-conceived career exploration, work-atudy nndfor

cooperative education program could provide valuable support aervices and recruit-

ent devices for black students. In comparison tea other applicant gro,tps, the

significantly higher percentsge of admitted and enrolled students planning to Apply

for financial 41d r.
r,.! tf;!,11. h,ir;

,

3) ;Without regard to race', applicant!, in the admitted and enrolled and

**Pt 1'..1S)1, 911,410 e% 144-7: ice inv,tivd than re lec tV4 ctn.: P '/PeC lt lye 3;4)1

cant In extra- curricular activitien while in high ,4chool and intended to participate

In coll,4(o.i,v,t -currieldAr acCivitivg to 1 J.-,ro:it4.r #ct071t. that

eNtfo!".1..nco,, 1ppv4r Ovtwotl tho ad-ittel lnd enrolled applicant an.d accepted-

uo c!low c-afories p4rticularly crucial in
.a.-e' recrultent of blCK

ra! itw Accoptoel..vo ',how category expres!led

hite

ficantly 4reter interent in participating in social clubs and comrunity organi-

tatIons and athletics than did students who actually enrolled at UNC-G. Similarly,

blacks who were accepted but did not enroll ranked participation in athletic

activities higher among their anticipated collegiate ctivitie i than blacks who

were accepted and enrol led. These findings suggest that enhanced social programming.

possibly including, fraternities and sroritis, and enl,.erseed opportunities for

intercollegiate and intramural athletic participation may have significant. impacts

upon 'student recruitment.

4) Significantly higher percentaiws of blacks and white!; in the lcceptd-no

show category as compared to admitted and enrolled applicants preferred coeducational

dormitory housing aa opposed to aingle-aex dormitory housing. Whether this suggests

that providing more coeducational student housing may influence higher percentages

of malority and minority students to enroll at UNC-G may need to be invesLigted

further.



5) As a group the black applicant* had lower perception of their abilitle,

than white applicants. This may 4 result at 4 poorer se:f-concept held by blJck

applicants. imcro3se,.! presiT.I (It black facul!,-*. to provide role nodels

44n cc ._t,11; t i r wv11 An ellAcA!,i%i. nn-binck 31ty bow to ascist with

may be necessary if the mie'li-concept nf black students t« to bn imprved.

6) Black als.pilicents who enroll it traditionally white Institutions are more

likely to he better prepared academically, aspire to a higher eeducattonaal level,

feel 4 *treater eared for edicational counselim.. and irrtprovement of math and reading

skills, expect to participate more In student government and religious activities

or organizations, and have a higher perception of their abilities than those blacks

attending predominantly black institutions. If increased numbers of black,. with the

above characteristics are recruited to traditionally white institutions, the passible

effects upon the environment of traditionally black institutions must be given

sericus consideration.

In addition to the substantive focus of the study, this study is Important or

of interest for other reasons.

0 It identifies- a source of data which is available to any institution

receiving as few as 100 SAT scores from applicants for any given dcadernic year.

Thus, most institutions have the opportunity of conducting such a study.

2) The percentage of usable responses obtained from the analyses of SDQ data

(827.) far exceeds the percentage of responses generally obtainable from survey

research methods where response rates may commonly fall below thirty percent

when additional follow-up efforts are instituted.

1) In comparison to the increasing coats of survey research efforts, the

cost of $50.00 for' the SDQ survey data is.quite nominal.

4) While tspectfic reliability estimates were not calculated as part of his

study, the number of statistically .ignificant differences obtained using Ind!

dual items provides some support for the internal consistency af the items.

even
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5) The use of four' mutually exclusive applicant categories rather than

overlapping applicant categories employed by CEEB makes the comparisons among

groups easier and more meaningful.

6) While the use of percents is helpful in repoing descriptive data and

can/he readily interpreted, the employment of means is very useful to researchers,

especially when significance tests must be calculated to compare several groups.

In this regard, means were calculated for items of the SDQ which could be assessed

to have the characteristics of more than an ordinal scale but less than a true

interval scale. These variables are included in Tables 2 and 4.

Some suggestions for further research have arisen from using the SDQ.

1) Interms of instrument development, the addition to the SDQ of items rela-

ting to college choice factors would be most helpful'since knowledge of important

college choice factors utilized by individuals in the various applicant categories

on a pre-admissions basis rather than after the applicant has enrolled in a parti-

cular'college, may remove many of the biases froM such ctudies.

-2)' Again, in terms of instrument development, the use of more Likert-type

items would be helpful to the researcher'by permitting th-e'researcher to employ such

procedures as factor analysis to better understatid the underlying dimensions of the
/

instrument, as well as to explore possible imolicii..differences among applicant

-,_
groups through the a technique of factor analyisis.,

1.)
-,....,

. \ 4

3) State systems of public colleges, state independent college associati ..,Ns ,

college consortia, or other institutionwith similar special interests may wis)' to

A

request SDQ tape for their groups of institutions. This would provide

complete student flow data and would encourage the development of inte-i=" utiAnal

research` activity 'involving persons based at single campus and multi-campus insti-

tutional settings. /
4) Analyse>bf SDQ data using discriminant ffinction analysis oartfld

predictive ecuations toj1etermine -.7hether students are more like0to att

result in
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specific college or cc lieges of as specific type (e.g., traditionally black insti-

tutions).

5) Nelsen and Uhl's study (1976) of freshmen at a traditionally black

iOistitution indicates the importance of considering data regarding the degree of

desegregation of the high school attended. The degree of desegregation was found

to be directly related to such variables as degree of participation in extra-

curricular activitieq and, in general, the self-concept of the iddividual. Thu5,

the degree of desegregation of the high school could have a definite effect on

college choice, especially for black students.
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Table l, Percentage Distributions of Black and White F411 1978 Freshman

Applicant Responeop to Student Descriptive Questionnaire by Applicant Categories

With Appropriate Chi Square Teets Between and Among Black and White Applicant Categories

Admitted and

Enrolled

f5 W B

26

UNC4 Applicant Categories X
2

Values Among

Accepted. Prospective Applicant

No Show Relected Applicant Cij.2211.........41

W B W h W Blacks Whites

Background Characteristics

N.(149) (N;g2) (.104) (.850) (N120) (11/41.260) (N)4) (Nm2799)

Male 10.7 *** 23.5 16.3 21.1 22.5 23.1 24.9 24.2

Attended private HS 1,4 * 5.6 3.8 8.2 3.3 8.1 4.4 * 7.4

Pursued academic HS prop,. 81,5 * 88,4 83.2 89.6 70.3
1

74.0
3

64,4
3

*** 81.5
3

In top 5th HS clogs 45.5 * 58.8 52.1 61,4 19.5
3

25.5
3

31.02 *** 50.5
3

SAT Verbal 400 or higher 45.6 *** 78.6 43.3 *** 80.0 5,83 * 13.53 19.2
3

*** 59.1

3

SAT Math 400 or higher 50.3 *** 88.2 49.0 *** 89.5 (.73*** 31.23 26.6
3

*** 69.1
3

Planning advanced degree 60.3 *** 42.2 68.2 *** 47.81 62.4 *** 31.3
2

58.3 *** 39.1

Attending full.tiF,e 98.7 98.2 94.2 * 98.5 96.6 96.9 95.6 96.81

Working part-time 42.9 *** 59.3 34.0 *** 57.3 51.7 56.6 43.5 *** 56.7

Applying for financ. aid 95.9 *** 63.5 92.1 *** 55.82 88.1
1

*** 43.1
3

94,5 *** 59.9

?leer coed dorm 31.1 32.2 46.71 37.61 36.0 33.5 39.2 34.5

.lionors Courses Completed

English 20.1 21.0 18.3 22.6 9.2
1

6.9
3

12.61 *** 20.0

Mathematics 11.4 13.9 9.6 14.0 4.2
1

3,8
3

7.7 *** 12.9

Biological Sciences 8,1 10.5 9.6 11.8 1.7
1

5.0
2

4.71 ** 8.5

Physical Sciences 6.7 6.5 6.7 8.5 0.0
2

2.7
1

3.4 6.1

Social Studies 5.4 7.4 7.7 7.1 0.8 0.83 5.6 7,1

67777 (N.4751)

**16.0 NS

NS NS

***26.4 ***62.3

***35.1 ***116.5

***489.1 ***88,1

*** 81.4 ***479.2

NS **25.0

NS 10.1

NS NS

* 8.5 *1038.0

NS NS

* 9.5 ***32.0

NS' ***20.7

9.5 **15.1

*10.9 **12.6

NS **15,9

',) ,;



Admitted and

Enrolled

H W

Seek Advanced Placement

English 29.5 31,2

Mathematics 18.1 16,7

Foreign Languages 19.5 15.7

Social Studies 12.8 9.3

Art, Music 12.1 8,9

Special Needs

Educational Counseling 42.3 * 32.9

Finding part-time work 53.7 *** 30.5

Vocational Counseling 27.5 30.8

Study Habit Skills 31.5 ** 19.7

Math Skills 40.3 *** 17,7

1
Writing Skills 18.1 13.1

Reading Skills 14.8 9,9

3.0

59.3

55.8

53.0

Personal Counseling

Nigh Schooi Activities

3.4

Art, Music, Dance 46.3 **

Social fr, Co-nunity 53.4

Athletics 51.7

Religious Activities 43.0 * 52.9

Journaliim, Debate, Drama 36.2 40.0

Table 1 (Continued)

Accepte4-

No Show 11111.1t.Ld

Prospective

Ada

I

ialt

W

27

X2A VAIU00 Among

Applicant

Categories

li 11 W Macke Whites

26,0 29.3 24.2
3

18.8 27.9 26.4' NS ***18.8

23.1 20.61 15,8 *** 6.53 19,4 17.4 NS ***27,7

13.5 16.2 12.5 9.6 1 12.6

1

14.2 NS * 8,1

17.3 11.4 17.5 * 9.6 13.0 11.4 NS NS

6.7 10.2 10.0 9.6 12.0 * 8.6 NS NS

38.5 34.4 25.0
2

27.7 33,21 35.0 *10.0 NS

52.9 *** 33.6 48.3 *** 27.7 54.2 *** 33.9 NS NS

23,1 28.1 19.2 28.1 25,4 * 29.7 NS NS

27.9 * 18.5 35.0 29.6
3

30.0 *** 21.9 NS ***16,7

31.7 *** 17.2 35.0 28.8
3

33.3 *** 18.5 NS ** *19,5

21.2 ** 11.1 15.0 13.1 19.7 *** 11.7 NS NS

16.3 9.8 14.2 16.9
2

14.8 * 11.3 NS **11.9

2.9 3.3 4.2 3.5 7.9 *x* 3.3 * 7.9 i6

39.4 *** 57.8 43.3 53.1 37.7 *** 52.4
3

NS ***16.5

48.1 * 60.71 43.3 * 56.5 43,3
1

*** 54.8 NS * 9,4

60.6 53,3 52.5 56.9 52.7 56.0 NS NS

33.7 *** 51.4 30.8
1

38.1
3

31.0
2

*** 48,11 * 8.0 ** *20,4

39.4 41.6 21.7
1

31.5
1

26,61 *** 35.9
1

**14.1 **15.4



Table 1 (Condon d)

Adm'tted and

Inrotleq

Accepted.

N0 Show 0

Prospective

X V41000 AMN1

Applicant

Categories

ft

Nth School Activities (contIr

W A AlAcks Whites

Student Government 44.) CO 28,4 49,0 *fl 30,6 10,8 21.8 11,3' 28.4 sksp)oi NS

Preprofewlinal Clubs 32.2 77.9 25.0 25.8 33,3 * 21.9 74,1 74.1 NS Ns

Ethnic, rae141 Activities 27.5 *** 4.3 15,41 444 3.7 20.8 444 3.5 16.8 0** 3,M 010,0 NS

Anticipated tivItle4

Art, Music, Dance 3.6 * 48.8 49,0 47,5 40;0 46,2 37.7 * 43,0" **11.7

Soct41 6 Community 50.3 52.9 49.0 * 60,1 46.7 54,6 46,3 *** 54,6 NS *10,7

Athi tics 14.2 36,6 44,2 41.2
1

41.7 42.7 40. 41.72 NS NS

Relllioum ActiHtles 32.2 41.1 37.5 40,8 25.0 26.93 24.1 *** 36.41 *10.7 ***22,4

Journalism, Debate, Drama 34.7 14.7 28.8 14.6 33.3 26.5
1

23.1
2

*** 30.2
1

*11.3 **13.0

Student Coernment 42.3 *** 24,8 41.3 ** 28.1 32.5 22.7 32,7

1

4" 24.3 NS NS

PreprofP,sionht Clubs 28.2 24.9 25.0 22.9 21,7 21,9 23.2 20.9
1

NS NS

Eth, nick' activities 26,,: *0 4,3 26.9 *** 2.9 26.7 *** 4.2 21.7 *** 3,4 NS NS

P <

P <

*** p < .01

NM: Superscript numbers
I, 2, 3

indicate that the percentage distributions differ from the comparable percentages for

'lacks or whites in the admitted and enrolled applicant category at the .05, .01, and .001 levels of significance,

respectively.

:0
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Table 4. Anatysis of Variance Tests of the Mean Responses to

Items by Fall 1978 Freshmen
Black and Ten Traditionally

Carolina Institutional

Blacks Attending Blacks Attending
Five Traditionally Ten Traditionally
Black UNC, White UNC

Student Descriptive Questionnaire
Enrolled at Five Traditionally
White University of North

Item Institutions Institutions F Value

Background Characteristics
(N =226T (N =343)

Hours Worker' 2.29 2.59 2.89

Highest level of ***
education 3.50 3.79 10.8

SAT-V 319.68 371.89 64.9
***

***
SAT-M 337.79 395.05 91.3

Extracurricular Activities

Community participation 3.76 3.86 0.74

Participation in
athletics 2.31 2,34 0.10

Participation in HS
clubs & organizations 2.37 2.80 29.6 * **

***
HS awards or honors 1.63 1.98 16.8

Abilities

ACting ability 3.38 3.38 0.00

Artistic ability 3.81 3.84 0.16

Athletic ability 3.44 /3.24
*

4.39

Creative writing 3.32 3.17 2.97
*

Getting along with others 2.06 1.86 6.11

Leadership ability 2.93 2.63 10.6***

Math ability 3.61 3.30 13.4
***

Mechanical ability 4.18 4.03 3.79

Musical ability 3.43 3.34 0.80
*

Organizing ability 3.08 2.86 6.50

Sales ability 3.39 3.16 6.66
*

Scientific ability 3.84 3.58 11.9
***

Spoken expression 3.15 3.00 2.70

Written expression 3.05 2.93 1.61
***

Grade point average 2.93 3.25 55.8

.1 For background characteristics
the greater the attribute; for

mobility.
* P < .os
** p < . 01

*** p .001

and extracurricular activities
abilities, the lower the

the higher the mean
mean, the greater the


